Stock FWD Class Rules
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You must be 18 years of age to operate motor vehicle unless you are 16-17 years of age and have signed a
parental form at the registration booth.
The driver is the only person allowed in the car while moving. No riding on cars in pits.
All drivers must remain in their car at all times on the track until the flagman has waved both the checkered
and red flags-unless there is a fire.
NO DRIVERS DOOR HITS
Must wear full-faced racing helmet, long-sleeved shirt, pants, and closed toe shoes at minimum.
No alcohol in the pits whatsoever until races are over for the night. You can check in your coolers at the sign
in booth and pick it up when racing is done for the night. Coolers will be checked in the pits. Be responsible,
don’t drink and d
THE OFFICIALS DECISION IS FINAL
All glass must be removed from car prior to arrival at the track.
All of car must be cleaned out- no trash, junk, loose debris
Battery must be secured tightly in a battery box and covered. Passenger floorboard is recommended.
Must have a functioning window net or screen on driver’s side window to keep drivers arm from
exiting the car.
Some type of screen or at least three ¼” bars on driver’s side windshield for safety.
12” by 12” number sign is required on the roof of your car. Make sure it is secured down and it must be
visible at all times on the track. {Light colored background with dark numbers preferred}
Closed shoulder radial and passenger tires and racing tires only. No mud and snows or all terrain tires.
No beadlock rims. Standard car rims only.
No profanity allowed on cars. We will remove it from your car at your expense.
Any loose metal on exterior of car will be asked to be removed.
All doors must be chained or welded shut.
OEM style bumpers off any car may be welded on front and rear of car.. No tubes, bars, or any other metal
can be used to support or brace the bumper other attaching it to the car. Must not be wider than the body of
the car. Remove all plastic OEM bumper covers before arriving at the track.
Hood and trunk lid must be chained, bolted, or pinned shut
Hood must have a hole cut in it in case of a fire.
All wheel weights must be removed from rims.
Drivers door only may have 1 bar across it not exceeding 4 inches past either door seem and not be any
taller than 8 inches. It may be welded or bolted No grader blades
No welding done on car other than bumpers, doors and cage.
Car must have all working brakes
Roll bar mandatory.
4 or 6 cyl. Only. No supercharged. No V8.

